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Abstract
Purpose: Theoretical study and calculation of microwave absorption in biological protein
structure together with theoretical and experimental investigation of protein influence on a
complex permittivity in aqueous solution.
Materials and Methods: Microwave absorption by microtubules has been calculated. Key
parameters of microtubules absorption were determined by using molecular and physical
approaches. The basic concept of protein behavior along with its effect on complex permitti-
vity in aqueous environment was investigated. Agilent Dielectric Probe Kit with slim probe
was used for measuring complex permittivity of proteins in solutions. The purpose is to
describe dielectric and electromagnetic properties of proteins, so we can gain deeper unders-
tanding of their interaction with electromagnetic field and their possible role in generation
of electromagnetic field.
Results and Conclusion: Calculations have shown that microtubule absorption is mainly
dependent on its length, magnitude of dipole moment of tubulin heterodimer and on visco-
sity of the environment.
In addition the effective dipole moment of tubulin heterodimer is dependent on the angle of
rotation between the vector of the electric field and dipole moment.
The key role in microtubule absorption is the calculation of the relaxation time. We used
several techniques to calculation.
We found that permittivity of the environment is affected by presence of proteins, and it is
related to the protein concentration. Presence of proteins in aqueous environment leads to a
decreased value of the real part of complex permittivity in whole range of measured frequ-
encies (0.2 - 50GHz) and to an increase of the imaginary part due to a complex dispersion
process in proteins.
Key words:
cytoskeleton, microtubules, microwave absorption, protein dielectric properties
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Anota´cia
Doˆvod: Cielom tejto pra´ce bola teoreticka´ sˇtu´dia problematiky frekvencˇnej za´vislosti per-
mitivity roztokov vody a prote´ınov spolu s popisom elektromagneticky´ch vlasnost´ı mikrotu-
bulov.
Meto´dy: Na za´klade teoretickej sˇtu´die elektromagneticky´ch vlasnost´ı prote´ınov bola vyko-
nana´ parametricka´ analy´za absorbcie mikrotubulov. Hlavne´ parametre absorpcie mikrotu-
bulov boli stanovene´ za pouzˇitia molekula´rnych a fyzicka´lnych pr´ıstupov. Boli presku´mane´
za´kladne´ vlasnosti prote´ınov spolu s ich vplyvom na komplexnu´ permitivitu vo vodnom pro-
stred´ı. Komplexna´ permitivita prote´ınov v roztoku bola experimenta´lne overena´ pouzˇit´ım
meto´dy merania permitivity s koaxia´lnou sondou a vektorovy´m analyza´torom od firmy Agi-
lent.
Vy´sledky a za´ver: Vy´pocˇty uka´zali, zˇe absorbcˇne´ vlastnosti mikrotubulu su´ predovsˇetky´m
za´visle´ na jeho d´lzˇke, vel’kosti dipo´love´ho momentu jeho za´kladnej stavebnej jednotky he-
terodime´ru tubul´ınu a na viskozite prostredia. Absorpcia mikrotubulu je taktiezˇ za´visla´ na
jeho polohe, rota´cii vocˇi dopadaju´cej elektromagnetickej vlne.
Vy´sledky parametrickej analy´zy absorbcie mikrotubulov preuka´zali obtiazˇnost’ experimenta´l-
neho overenia ich absorbcie. Hodnoty absorbcie i pri relat´ıvne vysokej koncentra´cii vo vod-
nom roztoku, su´ pr´ıliˇs n´ızke v porovnan´ı s absorbciou samotne´ho vodne´ho prostredia.
V druhej cˇasti pra´ce boli sku´mane´ vlastnosti prote´ınov vo vodnom prostred´ı. Zistili sme,
zˇe pr´ıtomnost’ prote´ınov ovplyvnˇuje permittivitu prostredia. Pr´ıtomnost’ prote´ınu v roztoku
vedie k zn´ızˇeniu hodnoty rea´lnej cˇasti komplexnej permitivity v celom rozsahu merany´ch frek-
venci´ı (0.2 - 50GHz) a d’alej vedie k na´rastu imagina´rnej cˇasti permitivity v oblasti nizˇsˇ´ıch
frekvenci´ı v doˆsledku rozptylovy´ch procesov spety´ch s prote´ınami.
Klu´cˇove´ slova´:
cytoskeleton, mikrotubul, mikrovlnna´ absorbcia, dielektricke´ vlastnosti prote´ınov
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Notation and Constants
α Attenuation factor of the environment cm−1
β Force for unit of amplitude N
δ Loss angle -
∆R Thickness of the slip layer m
ηd Dynamic viscosity of the environment Pa.s
ηk Kinematic viscosity of the environment Pa.s
Γ Total width Hz
γ0 Dumping constant −
Γa Absorption width Hz
Γs Emission width Hz
Γload Losses caused by conjugate mismatching -
λ Wavelength of the incident radiation m
µ Permeability of a specific medium H.m−1
µ0 Permeability of a vacuum H.m
−1
µr Relative Permeability −
∇ Gradient operator -
νr Resonant frequency Hz
ω Angular frequency rad.s−1
ω0 Radial frequency of the oscillator rad.s
−1
ρ Protein density kg.m3
ρch Total charge density C.m
−1
ρenv Environment density kg.m
3
σa Absorption cross-section cm
2
σef Total effective conductivity S.m
−1
τ Relaxation time s
ε Permittivity of a specific medium F.m−1
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ε
′′
Imaginary part of complex permittivity -
ε
′
Real part of complex permittivity -
ε∗ Complex permittivity -
ε
′′
p Imaginary part of complex permittivity −
ε
′
p Real part of complex permittivity −
εr Relative permittivity of the environment −
ε
′′
r Imaginary part of relative complex permittivity -
ε
′
r Real part of relative complex permittivity -
ε0 Permittivity of free space F.m
−1
ε∞ Optical permittivity -
εs Static permittivity at 0Hz -
ϕ Electric potential V
~A Work J
~B Magnetic field T
~DT Torque N.m
~D Electric displacement field C.m−2
~d Displacement vector pointing from the negative charge to the positive charge -
~E Electric field V.m−1
~F Force acting on a dipole N
~H Magnetic field A.m−1
~J Current density A.m−2
~p Electric dipole moment C.m
~r Unit vector -
~S Poynting vector W.m−2
a Amplitude of the oscillation -
c Speed of electromagnetic wave in the environment m.s−1
Fd Retarding force N
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fe Force elastic constant N
Fv Viscous force N
G Shear modulus Pa
J Current density A.m−2
k Boltzmann constant J.K−1
L Microtubule length m
l Dipole length m
m Mass kg
P Power radiated by an oscillating dipole W
Pa Power absorbed by the system dB
Pr Power delivered to the receiving load W
Pϑ Power absorbed by water dB
pϑ Power converted into heat W
q Electric charge C
qi Intrinsic quantum yield −
r Microtubule radius m
RA Input resistance Ω
RL Load resistance Ω
Rm Inner diameter of the microtubule m
Rm0 Outer diameter of the microtubule m
rm Radius of the molecule m
Rohm Ohmic resistance Ω
Rrad Radiated resistance Ω
Si Microtubule area surface m2
T Temperature K
u Axial component of the velocity −
V Load voltage V
8
va Velocity of the acoustic wave in microtubule m.s
−1
Vm Volume of the molecule m
3
W Energy J
wo Energy of the oscillator J
Y Characteristic admittance of a specific medium S
ZA Input impedance Ω
Z∗A Input impedance (Complex conjugate part) Ω
ZL Load impedance Ω
I Incident power flux W.m−2
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Introduction
Living systems, including the human body, consist of such closely interrelated elements that
no single element can be fully appreciated in isolation from the others. The unity of living
systems is coordinated by many levels of interrelationship. However, to learn about biolo-
gical systems, we must examine on small portion of a living system at a time. All cells use
the same molecular building blocks, similar methods for the storage, maintenance, and ex-
pression of genetic information and similar processes of energy metabolism. One of the most
important roles in living organism is cell communication. The known form of communication
and interaction between cells and between cell and their surrounding environment includes
chemical or electrical signals. Basic forms of communication are through hormones, local
mediators and through neuronal signaling.
Chemical and electrical interactions within and between cells are well known and well es-
tablished. On the other hand our knowledge of cellular interactions through other physical
fields is limited. One of the probable candidates for another form of cell interactions and
communication could by communication through electromagnetic fields.
Due to electrical polar structure of tubulin heterodimer which is the fundamental building
block of microtubule, microtubule became one of the candidates for this form of communica-
tion. This thesis deals with fundamental biological characterization and calculation of power
absorbed by microtubule based on the absorption of dipole antenna and the absorption of
electromagnetic radiation by the resonant system.
Second part of the thesis focused on protein structure and its influence on dielectric pro-
perties of the aqueous environment. It describes three main processes which play main role
in dielectric properties of protein in such environment. At the end we present experimental
results of permittivity measurement, and compare them with obtained theoretical knowledge.
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1 Cell
All living organisms are composed of cells, small membrane-bounded units filled with con-
centrated aqueous chemical compounds and fitted with an extraordinary ability to create
copies of themselves to grow and divide. The cell is the basic unit of life, which may be the
universal answer to the question of what life is and how it works [2]. The largest group of
cells is the one containing nucleus (eukaryotic). All complex multicellular organisms inclu-
ding plants, animals and fungi are composed of eukaryotic cells. Example of a eukaryotic
cell is shown in Figure 1. A complex system of the cell may by described on the bases of
Fig. 1: Example of a Eukaryotic cell [2].
subunits called organelles. The most important organelle is a nucleus. The nucleus is enc-
losed by two membranes, which formes nuclear core, and contains a very long polymers of
DNA with genetic organic code. Another organelle is a mitochondria, which is one of the
most spectacular organelle in the cytoplasm and it is present practically in all eukaryotic
cells [2]. Other components are ribosomes and a Golgi body emerging from the endoplasmic
reticulum. The Golgi is composed of stacks of membrane-bound structures known as cister-
nae. Each cisterna is comprised of a flat, membrane enclosed disc that includes special Golgi
enzymes which modify or help modify cargo proteins that travel through it. Cytoskeleton is
the most interesting part of a cell and it is responsible for a formation of a cell.
1.1 Cytoskeleton
The ability of eukaryotic cells holds all parts of their bodies, assuming all sorts of shapes
and performing coordinated movements depend on cytoskeleton [2]. In fact, the cytoskeleton
can a be very dynamic structure, with components capable of reorganization in less than a
minute, or it can be stable for hours at a time [27]. The cytoskeleton is composed of a complex
protein fiber network which is situated in the cytoplasm, forming a three-dimensional network
inside the cell. Network is made of three types of protein fibers: intermediate filaments,
microtubules and actin filaments, shown in Figure 2. Each filament system is composed of a
polymer created from assembled subunits. Subunits are responsible for filament regulation,
and they are also responsible for filament assembly and disassembly, giving the cell flexibility
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to create different structures as needed. The cytoskeleton is also connected to the transport-
allowing proteins through the cell membrane. It enables transport of molecules and protein
structures, receives signals from environment through the cell membrane proteins and plays
an important role in a cell growth [27].
Fig. 2: Protein fibers located in Cytoskeleton [2].
1.1.1 Intermediate filament
Intermediate filaments are fibers with diameter of about 10 nm, created from different kinds
of proteins as lamin and creatin. These tissue-specific filament structures serves in number
of different ways, including structural support of the nuclear membrane and they provide
structural integrity of cells and tissues. They are also different from other protein fibers
located in a cytoskeleton because there are no motor proteins that use intermediate filaments
as tracks [2].
1.1.2 Microfilaments
Microfilaments are polymers of actin protein organized into functional bundles and networks
by actin-binding proteins. Microfilaments are especially important in the plasma membrane
organization [27]. Actin, as a basic protein unit of microfilaments, exist as a globular mo-
nomer called G - actin and as filament polymer called F - actin (see Figure 3). It is a flexible
structure with a diameter of 7 - 9 nm. These linear polymers of actin subunits are flexible and
relatively strong, resisting buckling by multi-piconewton compressive forces and a filament
fracture by nanonewton tensile forces. Their distribution is in the whole cell with the highest
concentration in the cortex beneath the plasma membrane [27].
Fig. 3: Actin fiber [12].
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1.1.3 Microtubules
A microtubule, found in almost every living system is formed of tubulin subunits, which
are arranged in a cylindrical tube structure with an outer diameter of about 25 nm and
the inner diameter of about 15 nm. Varying in length from a fraction of a micrometer to
hundreds of micrometers, microtubules are much stiffer than either actin filaments or inter-
mediate filaments [2]. The constitutive behavior of cytoskeleton filaments can be integrated
into structure based micromechanical models of the entire cell to predict the mechanical
response of the combined network in the cytoplasm.
1.2 Microtubules structure and biological function
1.2.1 Microtubule Functions
Cytoplasmic microtubules are responsible for a variety of functions. They maintain axons of
nerve cells in mammalian cells. Some migrating mammalian cells require cytoplasmic micro-
tubules to maintain their polarized shape. Cytoplasmic microtubules form the mitotic and
meiotic spindles that are essential for the movement of chromosomes during mitosis and
meiosis. Cytoplasmic microtubules also contribute to the spatial disposition and directional
movement of vesicles and other organelles by providing an organized system of fibres to guide
the movement.
Microtubules in eukaryotic cells can be classified into two general groups; axonemal groups
and cytoplasmic microtubules. The first group, axonemal microtubules, includes the highly
organized stable microtubules found in specific structures associated with cell movement;
cilia, flagella and the basal bodies to which these appendages are attached [27]. The central
shaft or axoneme of a cilium or flagellum consists of a highly ordered bundle of axonemal
microtubules. The second group is the more loosely organized, dynamic network of cyto-
plasmic microtubules. The second group of microtubules was not recognized until the early
1960s [27].
1.2.2 Microtubule Structure and Organization
As mentioned above, microtubules are basic organizational structure of the cytoskeleton and
the whole cell. The outer diameter of a microtubule is about 25 nm while the inner diameter is
about 12 nm. Microtubules are highly polar (chemically and electrically) and dynamic defor-
mable structures. They are mostly composed of 13 protofilaments, which are built from blocks
of tubulin protein. In rare cases, singlet microtubules contain more or fewer protofilaments;
for example, certain microtubules in the neurons of nematode worm contain from 11 to 15
protofilaments [2]. Tubulin isolated in a clean form is composed of subunits called α - tubulin
and β - tubulin, each with a molecular weight of about 55,000Dalton [27]. Genomic analy-
sis revealed the presence of these tubulin units in all analyzed eukaryotic cells. Individual
protofilaments are formed by tubulin heterodimers. Tubulin heterodimer and protofilament
are shown in Figure 5. Microtubule is shown in Figure 6. Individual α- and β - tubulin mo-
lecules have diameters of about 4 - 5 nm. α- and β-tubulin molecules have nearly identical
three-dimensional structures [34]. Each tubulin subunit binds two molecules of GTP (Guano-
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Fig. 4: Dimer consist of α and β - tubulin with GTP, GDP molecules [34].
sine - 5’ - triphosphate) (Figure 4). One GTP - binding site, located in α - tubulin, binds GTP
irreversibly and does not hydrolyze it, whereas the second site, located on β - tubulin, binds
GTP reversibly and hydrolyzes it to GDP (Guanosine - 5’-diphosphate). In a microtubule, la-
teral and longitudinal interactions between tubulin subunits are responsible for maintaining
the tubular shape. The polarity of MT 1 structure arising from the head-to-tail arrangement
of the exposed α- and β-tubulin dimers in a protofilament. Microtubules have (+) and (-)
end [27] as is shown in Figure 6. The small difference between the α and β -monomers allows
the existence of different lattice structures. At the polymerization state, before hydrolysis
Fig. 5: Tubulin heterodimer and protofilament.
occurs, dimers with GTP molecule are added at the (+) end of the microtubule. That effect
leads to the subsequent conversion of GTP to GDP molecule. Thanks to strong GTP binding
the MT is stabilized. However, chemical processes occur stochastically, so tubulin at the free
end is occasionally hydrolyzed to GDP, what has the effect of tubulin bonds and lead to
microtubule disintegration. This process of growth and dynamic instability is described in
the following Subsection 1.2.4.
1.2.3 Lattice Structure
There can by only two types of bonds between two tubulin units in the protofilament (bet-
ween α and β subunits from different tubulin heterodimers). Unlike tubulin bonds in hetero-
dimer, bonds between protofilaments can be created from same subunits (α−α β−β, this is
B-lattice) or between different subunits (α− and β, A-lattice (Figure 7)). For the commonly
accepted model, moving around the microtubule, in a left-handed sense, protofilaments of
the A lattice have a vertical shift of 4.9 nm upwards relative to their neighbors, in the B
lattice, this offset is only 0.92 nm [22]. This change results in a seam structural discontinuity
1MT-microtubule
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Fig. 6: Microtubule [11].
in the B lattice. The seam implies a neighboring interaction (α − β) that differs from the
majority of the lateral interactions (α− α and β − β) [3].
Fig. 7: a) MT composed of 13 protofilaments (lattice A). b) Lattice structure [22].
1.2.4 Growth and Microtubule Dynamics
With the identification of tubulin as the major structural component of microtubules, an-
tibodies of tubulin were generated and used in immunofluorescence microscopy to localize
microtubules in cells [2]. This approach coupled with the description of microtubules is as-
sembled from specific sites to generate many different types of organization. The nucleation
phase of microtubule assembly is such an unfavorable reaction that spontaneous nucleation
does not play a significant role in microtubule assembly in vivo. Growth of all microtubules is
controlled by the structure called MTOC 2. The MTOC in animal cells is a centrosome struc-
ture. In most cases, (-) end of MT is bound to centrosome, while (+) end grows towards the
cytoskeleton. Presence of γ - tubulin plays an important role in growth also, because it enable
to create different shapes on the centrosome surface which are responsible of MT growth [27].
An example of the centrosome is shown in Figure 8. The centrosome is the main MTOC in
animal cells, the centrosome is generally located near the nucleus, producing an array of
microtubules with their (+) ends radiating toward the cell periphery. This radial display
2MTOC -microtubule - organizing center
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provides tracks for microtubule-based motor proteins to organize and transport membrane-
bound compartments, such as those comprising the secretory and endocytic pathways. As
Fig. 8: Centrosome [11].
mentioned above, the assembly dynamic is stochastic for every individual MT. The rate of
shortening is about ten times the rate of growth and a stochastic model may be developed for
studying individual growth. The probability of a single MT nucleating, growing, shortening
and so on, depends on the local concentration of tubulin with GTP bound, tubulin with
GDP bound and on other molecules relevant to the assembly process which are found within
the cytoplasm [27]. Thus the dynamic life of a microtubule end is determined by the rate
of depolymerization, and the frequency of rescues. Since the (-) ends of the microtubules in
animal cells are generally anchored on an MTOC, this dynamic nature is most relevant to
the (+) end of the microtubule. Many theoretical models [10] have successfully reproduced
the single MT growth behavior. Microtubule dynamic instability is illustrated in Figure 9.
Fig. 9: Microtubule dynamic instability cycle.
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1.2.5 Regulation of Microtubule Structure and Dynamics
The wall of MTs is built of αβ - tubulin dimers, an highly purified αβ - tubulin will assemble
in vitro into microtubules. But assembly of microtubules in vitro can be greatly enhanced by
the presence of stabilizing microtubule - associated proteins (MAPs) [27]. Stabilizing MAPs
protein represents just one class of the protein that interacts with tubulin in microtubules,
other classes destabilize microtubules, or modify their growth properties. Among the best
studied are Tau (τ) family of proteins, which includes τ itself, and proteins called MAP1,
MAP2 and MAP4 [2] (Figure 10). Tau and MAP2 are neuronal proteins, while MAP4 is
defined by other cell types and is generally not present in neurons. Tau proteins are believed
Fig. 10: Microtubule with side-binding proteins MAP.
to stabilize microtubules and also to act as spacers between them. MAP2 is found only in
dendrites of neurons, where it forms fibrous cross-bridges between microtubules and links
microtubules to intermediate filaments. Each of the MAPs seems to serve a similar role but
is localized in a different cell. MAP1 has two main forms known as MAP1A and MAP1B.
MAP1B is predominantly an axonal protein and is found consistently in extending neurites,
it is believed to promote the outgrowth of neurites by stimulating MT assembly [10]. MAP1A
on the other hand seems to stabilize existing axons and dendrites [10]. The expression of
MAP1A is complementary to the expression of MAP1B such that once sufficient assembly has
occurred, MAP1A may act to stabilize the MTs. The action of MAP2 is to stimulate MT
polymerization and it acts by reducing the critical concentration of required tubulin [27].
It is expressed exclusively in neuronal cells and its high molecular weight form is found
only in dendrites. Tau is also localized to neurons, but is almost exclusively found within
axons. Interest in this protein has been spurred by the discovery of its association with
Alzheimer’s disease [10]. The association between MAPs and tubulin may be instrumental
in the ordering of dipoles and signal propagation. Although not usually considered in the
same context, motor proteins such as kinesin and dynein are another sort of microtubule-
associated proteins. Their interaction with tubulin seems to be mechanical only as they walk
along the MT lattice transporting goods towards or away from the nucleus [12].
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2 Electrodynamic properties of microtubules
Many processes in the cell are connected with charge motion. From Maxwell’s equations we
know that there is an electric and magnetic field generated by a moving charge. When the
charge is changing the speed of its own oscillation, there is a change in the electric field,
which leads to an increase of the magnetic field and vice versa. There is such generation of
electromagnetic field in the cell, especially during the electrochemical reactions, which result
in a very weak EM3 field at frequencies up to a few tens of Hz [13]. These effects occur only
in groups of specialized cells of higher organisms. We will examine the possibility of elect-
romagnetic generation in non-specialized cells. The following subsection shortly describes
one of the three processes which may be responsible for this phenomenon (All processes are
described in Appendix 8).
2.1 Mechanical vibrations of electrically polar structures
Process which can take place in the cell electrodynamic generation is based on the vibrations
of electrically polar biomolecular cellular structures. Vibration frequency depends on the
size and structure rigidity [26], as well as on the type of vibration mode. Vibrating modes
of biomolecules have been studied by several types of spectroscopy [5]. It is also known
that a cell contains either the internal structure of the electrically polar (most proteins
are electrically polar), or structures such as membranes, which are electrically polarized to
different electric potential on their sides. The basic idea is that metabolic energy produced in
specific types of cell structure can provide energy for vibrations of electrically polar molecules.
These vibrations can be a source of electromagnetic field. The following text describes the
theory of Herbert Fro¨hlich, who postulated the possibility of electromagnetic field generation
in biological systems under certain specific conditions based on electrically polar structure
vibrations.
2.1.1 Fro¨hlich theory
The idea of electromagnetic field generation in biological systems was first presented by the-
oretical physicist Herbert Fro¨hlich. This idea was based on the theory which tried to explain
the origin and action mechanisms of electromagnetic fields in biological systems. Fro¨hlich
postulated that coherent longitudinal electrically polar vibrations in biological systems are
based on a strong electrically polar character of biosystems (cellular membrane was con-
sidered). These should be the modes that establish long range correlations in biosystems.
Longitudinal modes can be strongly excited since they don’t lose energy by radiation. If
their frequency is relatively low, energy can be lost by friction. However his model did not
include particular cellular structure. The subsequent review of the cytoskeleton, microtu-
bule became another possible source of electromagnetic field in cell. As was described in
Subsection 1.2.2 microtubules are composed of a number electrically polar tubulin units. In
Subsection 1.2.4, was mentioned that MTs are very dynamic structures with alternating gro-
wth period (tubulin polymerization) and reduction period (tubulin depolymerization). This
3EM- electro -magnetic
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dynamic instability is accompanied by a constant influx of energy from interleaving GTP-rich
tubulin heterodimer. Other energy suppliers are likely to be motor proteins moving along
microtubules [3] and mitochondria, which replicate the microtubular network.
2.2 Electric dipole moment of microtubule
In the case of an electromagnetic absorption it is important to describe electric properties of
microtubules. For this description we used the basic microtubular unit - tubulin heterodimer.
For the purpose of MTs analysis as electric system we approximate tubulin heterodimer as
electric dipole (Fig. 11). This approximation plays the key role in the electric characterization
of the MT. Dipole moment in the simple case of two point charges is given as:
~p = q.~d (1)
where ~d is the displacement vector pointing from the negative charge to the positive charge
q. Thus, the electric dipole moment vector ~p points from the negative charge to the posi-
tive charge. Charge distribution on tubulin has generally multipolar character and can be
measured or be calculated from the molecular calculations [32]. We can use the Equation (1)
Fig. 11: Dipole moment ~p in the simple case of two point charges.
for the calculation of the electrostatic potential created by the point dipole. Electrostatic
potential due to dipole moment can be written as [44]:
ϕ =
1
4πε0
q~d cos θ
r2
=
1
4πε0
~p.~r
r3
(2)
where ε0 is the permittivity of free space, ~r is a unit vector.
From the Equation (2) we can see that the potential is proportional to the dipole moment.
Now we can write equation for an electric field generated by point dipole (in our case molecule
of dimer) as [40]:
~E = −∇ϕ = 1
4πε0
[
3(~p.~r)~r
r5
− ~p
r3
]
(3)
where −∇ϕ is the negative gradient of the scalar electric potential.
If we put this dipole into the outer homogenous field (E = const.) there will be no force
acting on the dipole, there will by only moment of a force (torque) [15]:
~DT = ~p× ~E (4)
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The torque tends to align the dipole with the field, and thus it is decreasing an angle θ
between dipole direction and direction of the field. The work done by the moment of a force
during the rotation can be written as [15]:
A =
∫ α
pi/2
~DT dα =
∫ α
pi/2
~p ~E sinα dα = −~p ~E cosα (5)
Dipole will obtain an energy which depends on the orientation towards the direction of the
field. This energy is equal to [44]:
W = −~p. ~E (6)
In inhomogeneous field there will be some non-zero force which will be acting on a dipole.
In general case we can obtain this force from the Equation (6):
~F = −∇W = ∇(~p. ~E) = (~p∇) ~E (7)
Generally we can say that, the electric dipole (in our case tubulin heterodimer) oriented
parallel to field direction will be drawn to area with greater electric intensity, dipole oriented
non - parallel will be forced out of this area. Free oriented dipole in an inhomogeneous field
will be initially rotated by the action of torque to field direction and then will be dragged
to an area with greater intensity. This description of dipole behavior is very simplified. As
was stated in Subchapter 1.2.2 microtubule consists of several tubulin heterodimers which
interact together. Moreover, the cell itself is a complex structure consisting of many parts
that can influence this process. One example is a dependence between electric dipole moment
and charge (see Equation (1)). In normal physiological conditions (pH=7.4) microtubules
are negatively charged [29] thanks to presence of C - termini domain. Detailed description
between pH and dipole moment is shown in the work of Tuszynski [45]. First calculations
of dipole moments in complex molecules was performed by Nogales in 1998 [33] by electron
crystallography. Mershin et al. [29] calculated dipole moment independently for α and β -
monomer as |~pα| = 552D and |~pβ| = 1193D. Dipole moments of individual monomers are
not completely parallel, with the superposition we receive |~pαβ| = 1740D.
Similar value was calculated by Tuszynski et al. in their work [45] (1714D). Brown in his
work [10] described interactions between dipole moments. Dipole moment components are
shown in Table 1. We see that dipole moment is primarily oriented radially to the axis of
px 337D
py -1669D
pz 198D
Tab. 1: Calculated dipole moments for individual axes [45].
the MT (Fig. 13). However, there is a small contribution in direction of X axis. Many other
factors can influence dipole orientation. In addition, its orientation can be affected by a
double layer of polymerized states (Fig. 12). Another factor is the existence of hydrophobic
protein capsules containing 2 x 18 unpaired electrons in two potential areas [28].
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Fig. 12: Contribution to the internal dipole moment: a - the internal dipole moment, b - double
layer of polymerized states, c - two hydrophobic pocket containing unpaired electrons.
Fig. 13: Dipole moment orientation of tubulin calculated from crystallographic data.
Work by Vassilev et al. [46] is one of the experimental works describes the electromagnetic
field effect on microtubules. They investigated effects of electric and magnetic field on MT
assembly. The idea was that the voltage gradients generated in the cell may have effect
on MT growth. They purified microtubules from rats brains and they investigated effect of
electric and magnetic field at constant temperature of 37 ◦C. After application of electric
field with frequency of 10Hz and 25mV/cm amplitude they observed parallel compilation of
MTs and their common orientation in field direction. The same phenomenon was observed
also in magnetic field (0.02T) application for 10min. Based on these results they considered
that microtubules have tendency to periodically organize in presence of the field. Based on
this knowledge they expressed the idea of possible orientation control in cell which can be
achieved by the weak electric and magnetic field generated by mitochondrias.
Stracke et al. [42] also analyzed microtubules behavior in electric field. They created parallel
positions of MTs by using application of electric field field. They were trying to control there
movement through the kinesin-coated surface in desired direction. For nearly ideal physiolo-
gical conditions (pH6.8) MTs had tendency to move towards anode with an electrophoretic
mobility of approximately 2.6 x 10−4 cm2/V which corresponded to negative charge of tubulin
dimers. Moreover, the results of an experiment indicate that microtubule formation is ac-
companied by substantial changes in charge distribution within tubulin subunits. It showed
that constant electric fields have an impact on MTs orientation and surface gliding (pH6.8).
Another work was trying to explain MT behavior in electric field and determine its dipole
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moment was work wrote by Konrad et al. [9]. They investigated microtubules behavior in
high-frequency electric field (2.1 x 105V/m, 200 kHz - 2MHz). They were trying to determine
electric dipole moment from the angular velocity of microtubule tilting the sample under the
influence of electric field. Work confirmed that microtubules are affected by this field and if
DC field was applied MTs have tendency to orient in field direction.
2.3 Microtubule vibration modes
Mechanical vibrations in microtubules can generate electric field around them. Energy sour-
ces for mechanical vibrations were analyzed in many works [37, 12]. Energy delivered to
microtubule for these vibrations can be a result of GTP to GDP transformation, second
from the energy which is not used by mitochondria but it is radiated as infrared radiation
into the environment, and third from motor proteins (dynein, kinesin) movement along mic-
rotubule. However the consideration of mechanical oscillations, appeared to be an unrealistic
idea for many scientists. Reason being the microtubule environment. As was described in
Subchapter 1.1, microtubules are part of cytoskeleton. Cytoskeleton also contains protein
fibers and relatively large amount of water, which has viscous gel-like character [2]. This
environment, should act as a damping environment to any mechanical vibrations. Even if
some oscillations occurs, it should be very quickly subdued by the environment. One of the
possible solutions of this problem was presented by Pokorny´, who in his work [37] described
creation of a structure, which we call bound (or organized) water. His work describes the
idea of charge layer created by ions from cytoskeleton [42]. Since the cytosol environment also
penetrates MT inside similar situation may occur inside the microtubule (Fig. 14) Layer of
ions can inhibit microtubule electrical potential [42]. Static potential is considerably shielded
to distance about 1.6 nm. Through hydration, ions are surrounded by water molecules to a
distance of 0.4 - 0.5 nm. Charged proteins with significantly bigger size than the ionized atoms
can be also present in the ionic layer. Most of the water molecules in the charged layer is not
free, but its viscous properties are dependant on hydrated ions. Based on the theory that
was postulated in his work [38] some ions can penetrate tubulin structure and act as part of
tubulin (as well as molecule of water). He also argues that the ions in cytosol have little mo-
bility, and is therefore a slip between the charged layer and microtubule surface. Therefore,
Fig. 14: Schematic representation of MT with ionic charge layer.
the water around microtubule in certain conditions can create the structure, which is often
called bound water. Pokorny´ in his work [38] argues and documents many scientific articles
which provide experimental evidence that bound water has a lower emissivity and Brownian
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movement, but due to its own structure is also more dense than ordinal water. Therefore
organized water is expected to reduce longitudinal vibration damping with comparison to
free water, due to the existence of sliding surface along microtubule structure created by this
water. The thickness of such water layer may reach up to several µm[12, 37, 22].
Possible mechanical vibrations are associated with microtubule electrodynamic field gene-
ration. Spatial distribution of these vibrations from minimum to maximum can be in the
order of hundreds nm. Calculations of electrodynamic field approximates to vibration modes
which indicate the phase shift between individual dimers in protofilament. If the phase shifts
between neighboring dimers are zero (all dimers oscillating in phase) we call this state the
base mode. In the event of neighboring dimer oscillating out of phase (phase shift is 180),
it is the maximum mode. Mode 1 can be described as half of the microtubule wavelength.
Mode 2 as one microtubule wavelength etc. Maximum mode corresponds to the number of
heterodimers in protofilament.
The calculation of microtubule electrodynamic field was the main theme for many works,
for example Pokorny´ et al. [39], Cifra et al. [12, 11], Havelka et al. [22, 21].
3 Complex permittivity of proteins in solution
This chapter focuses on an electrical description of proteins in general aqueous solution. The
general interaction of an electric field with a dielectric material is described. The polarization
effects give insight to cellular mechanisms at a molecular level.
The complex permittivity is a quantity which describes the electrical properties of materials.
In case of non-conductors, dielectrics, the complex permittivity describes interaction between
the dielectric and the applied external electric field [47]. Measurement of the electromagne-
tic response of materials at microwave frequencies is important for both fundamental and
practical reasons. The dielectric properties of materials give insights into the polarization
dynamics on the practical side. Our goal is to explain the phenomena of complex permittivity
in protein solutions. The motivation for future experimental work will be the measurement
of the permittivity of tubulin in solutions.
3.1 Fundamental of electromagnetic Field
The calculation of electromagnetic field quantities means solving Maxwell’s equations which
are the basic equations of electrodynamics.
∇× ~H = ~J + jω ~D = σ ~E + jωε ~E (8)
∇× ~E = −jω ~B = −jωµ ~H (9)
∇ · ~D = ∇ · ε ~E = ρch (10)
∇ · ~B = ∇ · µ ~H = 0 (11)
where ~H is magnetic field, ~J current density, ω angular frequency, ~D electric displacement
field, ~B magnetic field, ρch is the total charge density.
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3.2 Dielectrics in alternating field
If the dielectric is in the alternating electric field, also the polarization field ~P and electric
flux density ~D change periodically in time. But generally the variables ~P and ~D could be
phase delayed in respect to the variable ~E:
E = E0 cosωt (12)
and
D = D0 cos(ωt− δ) = D1 cosωt+D2 sinωt (13)
where δ is loss angle and D1 and D2 are:
D1 = D0 cos δ, D2 = D0 sin δ (14)
for the most of dielectrics is D0 directly proportional to E0 but the ratio
D0
E0
is a frequency
dependent in principle. In order to describe these effects we introduce two new frequency
dependent variables:
ε
′
=
D1
E0
=
D0
E1
cos δ (15)
ε
′′
=
D2
E0
=
D0
E1
sin δ (16)
which can be joined into one complex quantity, so called a complex permittivity
ε∗ = ε
′ − jε′′ (17)
where ε
′
is real part and ε
′′
imaginary part of complex permittivity. If D and E are expressed
as complex quantities, the relation between them is simply [47]:
D = ε∗E0 exp(jωt) (18)
The complex permittivity ε∗ describes the interaction of an external electric field with protein
solution and because of the loss character of protein solution it is a complex quantity. In
terms of relative permittivity is relative complex permittivity given as [40]:
ε∗
ε0
= εc = ε
′
r − jε
′′
r (19)
where ε
′
r, ε
′′
r is real, imaginary part of relative complex permittivity. The real part of complex
relative permittivity ε
′
r is a measure of how much energy from an external electric field is
stored in a material and the imaginary part of complex relative permittivity ε
′′
r (loss factor) is
a measure of how dissipative or lossy a material is to an external electric field. The loss factor
includes the effects of both dielectric loss and conductivity. Dissipation factor is defined by
ratio of imaginary to real part of complex permittivity
tan δ =
ε
′′
r
ε′r
=
1
Q
=
Energy lost per cycle
Energy stored per cycle
(20)
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The loss tangent or tan δ is defined as the ratio of the imaginary part of the dielectric constant
to the real part. Q is quality factor due to dielectric losses. The loss tangent tan δ is called
tan delta, tangent loss or dissipation factor. Sometimes the term quality factor or Q-factor
is used with respect to microwave material, which is the reciprocal of the loss tangent. This
term is valid for only small angles of δ when is valid tan δ = sin δ = δ. It is important to note
that complex permittivity is a variable quantity, it changes with frequency, temperature,
orientation, mixture, pressure, and molecular structure of a material.
3.3 Dielectric Mechanisms
A material may have several dielectric mechanisms or polarization effects that contribute
to its overall permittivity (Figure 15). A dielectric material has an arrangement of electric
charge carriers that can be displaced by an electric field. The charges become polarized to
compensate for the electric field such that the positive and negative charges move in opposite
directions. At the microscopic level, several dielectric mechanisms can contribute to dielectric
behavior. Dipole orientation and ionic conduction interact strongly at microwave frequencies.
Water molecules, for example, are permanent dipoles, which rotate to follow an alternating
Fig. 15: Frequency response of dielectric mechanisms.
electric field. These mechanisms are quite lossy. Atomic and electronic mechanisms are rela-
tively weak, and usually constant over the microwave region. Each dielectric mechanism has
a characteristic ”cutoff frequency”. As frequency increases, the slow mechanisms drop out
in turn, leaving the faster ones to contribute to ε
′
r. The loss factor ε
′′
r will correspondingly
peak at each critical frequency. The magnitude and cutoff frequency of each mechanism is
unique for different materials. Water has a strong dipolar effect at low frequencies – but its
dielectric constant drops dramatically around 22GHz.
3.4 Relaxation time
Relaxation time τ is a measure of the mobility of the molecules (dipoles) that exist in a
material. It is the time required for a displaced system aligned in an electric field to return
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to 1/e of its random equilibrium value. It is frequently defined as the time which is required
for the polarization to decrease to 1/e of the original value. Liquid and solid materials have
molecules that are in a condensed state with limited freedom to move when an electric
field is applied. Constant collisions cause internal friction so that the molecules turn slowly
and exponentially approach the final state of orientation polarization with relaxation time
constant τ . When the field is switched off, the sequence is reversed and random distribution
is restored with the same time constant. The relaxation frequency fc is inversely related to
relaxation time:
τ =
1
ωc
=
1
2πfc
(21)
At frequencies below relaxation the alternating electric field is slow enough that the dipoles
are able to keep pace with the field variations. Because the polarization is able to develop
fully, the loss (ε
′′
r ) is directly proportional to the frequency (Figure 16a). As the frequency
increases, ε
′′
r continues to increase but the storage (ε
′
r) begins to decrease due to the phase
lag between the dipole alignment and the electric field. Above the relaxation frequency both
ε
′′
r and ε
′
r drop off as the electric field is too fast to influence the dipole rotation and the
orientation polarization disappears.
3.5 Debye-Strogyn dielectrics
The classical approach to the treatment of permanent dipoles in liquids and in solutions of
polar molecules in non-polar solvents is to consider their behavior in alternating fields as
arising from the rotation of a spherical dipole in a viscous medium dominated by friction.
Debye working on electrolytes deduced the well known equation:
ε∗ = ε
′
r − jε
′′
r = ε∞ +
εs − ε∞
1 + jωτ
(22)
where ε∞ is the optical permittivity at very high frequencies and εs is the static permittivity
at 0Hz. Separating the real and imaginary parts and rearranging we obtain:
ε
′
= ε∞ +
εs − ε∞
1 + ω2τ 2
(23)
ε
′′
=
(εs − ε∞)ωτ
1 + ω2τ 2
(24)
These quantities are plotted in Fig. 16a as functions of frequency f . It should be noted that
the maximum value for the dielectric loss occurs at lnωτ = 0 where the critical angular
frequency is given by ωc = 1/τ . In our model of water and protein we also used the another
Debye form of equation which was used by Stogryn [41] for calculating the dielectric constant
of saline water:
ε∗ = ε∞ +
εs − ε∞
1 + jωτ
+ j
σ
2πε0f
(25)
which includes solution conductivity (σ) for imaginary part of complex permittivity.
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3.6 Cole-Cole diagram
The data provided by dielectric measurements can be presented in different ways. One classi-
cal representation is in plotting the real and imaginary parts of the permittivity as functions
of frequency f . The disadvantage, however, is that these two plots are then presented in-
dependently of each other while their frequency behaviors are linked through the general
theoretical considerations. Cole-Cole diagram is, to some extent, similar to the Smith chart.
A material that has a single relaxation frequency as exhibited by the Debye relation will
appear as a semicircle with its center lying on the horizontal ε
′′
r =0 axis and the peak of
the loss factor occurring at 1/τ . A material with multiple relaxation frequencies will be a
semicircle (symmetric distribution) or an arc (nonsymmetrical distribution) with its center
lying below the horizontal ε
′′
r =0 axis. The curve in Figure 16b is a half circle with its center
on the x-axis and its radius εs−ε∞
2
. The maximum imaginary part of the dielectric constant
ε
′
max will be equal to the radius. The frequency moves counter clockwise on the curve. Debye
permittivity of water was calculated from Equation (22), Strogyn from Equation (25).
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Fig. 16: Relaxation and Cole-Cole diagram of distilled water at 296.15K.
3.7 Dielectric properties of proteins
Globule protein is one of the most important materials in biology. It has a lot of biological
functions in living materials. For example, the enzyme works as a catalyst of hydrolysis,
oxidation and reduction [2]. In the living materials the protein molecules are surrounded by
water in most cases. Therefore it is of particular interest to investigate the water structure
around the protein. High resolution x-ray and neutron diffraction measurements in the crys-
tal phase have made clear that there are peculiar water molecules correlating strongly with
the globule protein [14]. It is suggested that the water molecules attach the oxygen, nitro-
gen, and polar groups on the globule protein surface through hydrogen bonding [31]. This
bound water is thought to give an important influence on the functions of protein. In the
case of trypsin of hydrolase, such water molecules construct a network with polar groups,
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which maintains the shape of active sire, and stabilizes the protein structure [31]. Studying
dielectric relaxation in one of the ways of obtaining useful information on the physicoche-
mical properties of proteins in solution. Ignoring low-frequency processes of less interest,
solutions of proteins show fairly simple dielectric spectra with two major dispersion/loss re-
gimes center near 10MHz (so called β - relaxation) and 10GHz (γ - relaxation) and a minor
contribution near 100MHz (δ - relaxation) [25]. Phenomenologically, the β- and γ - process
are usually rationalized by protein tumbling and reorientation of bulk water, respectively.
The δ - process is thought to arise either from the motions of protein - bound waters, from
protein - water interactions, and/or from motions of polar side groups of protein [25].
However, it has been thought to be difficult to measure the dielectric relaxation of globule
protein in aqueous solution, since the solvent has usually a large dielectric constant and re-
laxation strength of the bound water is thought to be too small to be observed distinctively.
We made permittivity measurement of BSA protein in solution with high concentrations.
The experimental part with methodology of protein measurement is described in Subchap-
ter 7.3.
For modeling of water permittivity we used common Equation (23) for real part, Equ-
ation (24) for imaginary part which was described in previous Subchapter 3.5 together with
comparison with Stogryn model defined by Equation (25). Then we tried to applied this
model on protein permittivity (see Figure 50) in Subchapter 7.3.4. Next model was based on
Debye relaxation equation. The Debye relaxation equation describes permittivity response
of polar liquids within the microwave regime and is given by [6]:
e∗(ω) = ε∞ +
n∑
j=1
εj − εj+1
1 + iωτj
+
iσ
ωε0
(26)
where εj and εj+1 are the permittivities before and after a relaxation process τj . For protein
relaxation time we used the equation (Approximation based for overall rotation of spherical
molecule in a viscous medium [31]):
τ =
4πrm
3
kT
η =
3Vm
kT
η (27)
where rm is the radius of molecule, Vm is its volume, T is temperature, k Boltzmann cons-
tant and η is solvent viscosity. It is thus indicated that the relaxation time is proportional
to the molecular weight, if the globule protein is assumed to be a sphere [31]. We applied
Equation (26) to measured protein permittivity. The result is shown in Figure 51.
My procedure for relaxation time calculation of BSA protein was as follows. I used bovine
serum albumin molecular dimensions (40× 40× 140 A˚) and calculated its volume Vm. Then
the Boltzmann constant and temperature of 296,15K was used. For viscosity η I used the
standard dynamic viscosity of water, which gives us the final relaxation time of BSA protein
molecule τ =164 ns (experimental results show that relaxation time of BSA protein is in the
region of τ =200 ns [20]). Permittivities ε, εj were taken from experimental results with BSA
concentrations and from theoretical values of water.
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4 Absorption of microtubules
Knowledge of the MT absorption is one of the key characteristics that will enable us to
determine his own quality factor (Q). Specifying of quality factor is a key for consideration
of any MT interaction with EM field. We used two basic approaches for calculations. The
first idea was to replace MT which we considered to be an electrically polar structure with
a dipole antenna. In this approximation we considered that the absorption is equivalent to
power delivered to the load (Pr). Based on this model, we made an analysis in Subsection 4.1.
The second proposal was to approximate MT as resonant system and its interaction with
electromagnetic wave (Subsection 4.2).
4.1 Microtubule as dipole antenna
In first step of dipole antenna approximation I used the circuit equivalent of transmitting
antenna 17.
Fig. 17: Circuit equivalents of transmitting antennas.
Power delivered to the receiving load is equal to [30]:
Pr =
1
2
| IL |2RL = 1
2
| V |2RL
| ZL + ZA |2
(28)
where V is load voltage, ZL load impedance (ZL = RL+ jXL), RL load resistance, ZA input
impedance of the antenna (ZA = RA + jXA). Input resistance of the antenna include losses
RA = Rrad +Rohm where Rrad is radiation resistance and Rohm is ohmic resistance.
4.1.1 State with conjugate matching condition
For this calculation we used conjugate matching condition ZL = Z
∗
A. Power delivered to the
receiving load can be now calculated as:
Pr =
1
2
| IL |2RL = 1
2
V 2| RL |
| ZL + ZA |2
≈ Pr,max = | V |
2
8RA
(29)
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Input resistance of an antenna is equal to RA = Rrad+Rohm. ForRrad I will use the formula for
dipole radiation resistance (valid for very short length of an antenna l) Rrad = 80
(
pil
λ
)2
[30].
Im expressing load voltage as V = El where l is dipole length. After substituting into the
Equation (29) I will get:
Pr =
| V |2
8RA
=
E2λ2
640π2 +Rohm
(30)
In an ideal case Rohm = 0 and after substituting into (30) the final solution can be expressed
as:
Pr =
E2λ2
640π2
(31)
where λ is wavelength of the incident radiation. In ideal case is absorption of dipole antenna
expressed by equivalent of power received to the load which is proportional to incident
radiation wavelength and electric field.
4.1.2 State without conjugate matching condition
For general relationship I consider circuit 17 without impedance matching. I consider also
non-zero ohmic losses Rohm. Power delivered to the receiving load can be now calculated as
[23]:
Pr = Pr,max(1− | Γload |2) = | V |
2
8RA
(1− | Γload |2) (32)
where Γload represents the losses caused by conjugate mismatching:
| Γload | = ZL − Z
∗
A
ZL + ZA
(33)
based on the Euqations (33) - (32) we can conclude with a result, that losses caused by conju-
gate mismatch are primarily dependent on input resistance of an antenna RA = Rrad+Rohm.
For power delivered to the receiving load is valid:
Rohm ↑⇒ | Γload | = 0 (34)
In limit values approaches to zero values for Rohm will be Γload, but power delivered to the
receiving load will be converge to 0. In biological system we trying to find the equivalent
expressing the ohmic losses of an antenna. In this calculation it is important for us to find
the biological analogy for Rrad and Rohm. This will be part of a future work.
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4.2 Microtubule as resonant system
This calculation is based on the MT dipole approximation, which was described earlier in
Subchapter 2.2. Because the biological systems that we considering are much smaller than the
wavelength of microwave radiation, which is by definition greater than 1 mm, any absorption
of energy by the system must take place through the interaction of the field with the dipole
moment charge distribution of the system. Proceed by Adair [1] the absorption of energy by
a resonant system from a electromagnetic plane wave through a dipole interaction can be
expressed in terms of an absorption cross-section, (σa) [8] as:
σa(ν) = 3
λ2
π
ΓsΓa
(ν − νr)2 + Γ2/4 (35)
where Γa is absorption width, Γs emission width of the system, Γ is the total width (Γ =
Γa + Γs), νr is resonant frequency, and λ = c/ν is the wavelength of the radiation. The
cross-section σa is defined as the power absorption per unit incident power flux and has the
dimensions of area. If the incident power flux is I [W/m2], the power (Pa) absorbed by the
system is:
Pa = Iσa (36)
That leads to an increase in energy, (∆w) in the system:
∆w = Pa × τ = I × σa
Γa
pre Γa >> Γs (37)
The condition, Γa >> Γs will generally obtain for biological systems of interest. My goal
was to calculate power absorbed by the system, with condition when the frequency of the
incident radiation is equal to resonant frequency. I reflected following conditions (ν = νr),
(Γa >> Γs). This conditions leads to modification of Equation (35):
σa(ν) = 3
λ2
π
ΓsΓa
Γ2/4
= 12
λ2
π
ΓsΓa
Γ2a + 2ΓaΓs + Γ
2
s
= 12
λ2
π
Γs
Γa + 2Γs + Γ2s/Γa
= 12
λ2
π
Γs
Γa
(38)
We need to calculate Γa and Γs from Equation (38) for absorption cross-section. This calcu-
lations are in sections 4.2.1 - 4.2.2.
4.2.1 Emission width Γs
Calculation of emission width Γs is based on electrodynamics equations. The power P ra-
diated by an oscillating electric dipole [30]:
P =
dw
dt
=
1
4πε0
d20ω
4
0
3c3
(39)
where ω0 = 2πc/λ is radial frequency of the oscillator and d0 = q.a is the maximal oscillating
dipole moment, which are described in terms of an amplitude a and charge q. Then using
the energy of the oscillator as:
wo =
1
2
mω2a2 (40)
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where m is the mass of the system. For emission width Γs is then valid:
Γs =
P
wo
=
1
4πε0
d20ω
4
3v3
2
mω2a2
=
2d20ω
2
πε012c3ma2
=
1
6
q2ω2
πε0mc3
(41)
4.2.2 Absorption width Γa
The absorption width is related to the relaxation time of the system by basic equation
(τ=1/Γa). In the first chapter we used basic lifetime calculations based on an oscillating
dipole in homogenous environment. Then basic knowledge of oscillating dipole lifetime gave
us a good estimate of relaxation times (absorption width). Then we used several advanced
methods for absorption width calculation. First we used calculation performed by Adair [1]
which is based on resonant system approximation. Then I calculated absorption width by
approaches used in works of Foster [18] and Pokorny´ [38] which are based on determining the
viscous forces and rate of energy losses in a cylinder undergoing longitudinal oscillations in
water.
4.2.2.1 Absorption width based on oscillating dipole
In the first step we considered an undriven harmonically oscillating dipole. As the dipole
oscillates it radiates energy according to Eq. (39). As a consequence, the dipole dissipates
its energy into radiation and its dipole moment decreases. We are interested in calculating
the time τ after which the dipole’s energy decreases to 1/e of its initial value. The natural
frequency of the oscillator is ω and its damping constant is γ0. Because of losses introduced
through γ0 the dipole forms a non-conservative system. The damping rate not only attenuates
the dipole strength put also produces a shift in resonance frequency. We simply find:
τ =
1
γ0
(42)
The average energy of a harmonic oscillator is the sum of the average kinetic and potential
energy. At time t this average energy reads as:
W (t) =
m
2q2
[ω2p2(t) + p2(t)] =
mω2
2q2
|~p0|2 exp−γ0t (43)
By using the analogy from atomic and molecule physics the energy conservation requires
that the decrease in oscillator energy must equal to energy losses, i.e:
W (t = 0)−W (t) = qi
t∫
0
P (t′)dt′ (44)
where we used intrinsic quantum yield qi. The quantum yield gives the efficiency of the
emission process. It is defined as the ratio of the number of photons emitted (photonsem) to
the number of photons absorbed (photonsabs):
qi =
photonsem
photonsabs
(45)
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The quantum yield Q can also be described by the relative rates of the radiative kr and
non-radiative knr relaxation pathways, which deactivate the excited state.
qi =
kr
kr +
∑
knr
(46)
The maximum emission quantum yield is 1.0 (100%); each photon absorbed results in a pho-
ton emitted. Compounds with quantum yields of 0.10 are still considered quite fluorescent.
By using condition for biological systems where Γa >> Γs we are expecting quantum yield
values to be in ranges close to the zero (for calculation we used value qi = 10
−9). It is now
straightforward to solve for the decay rate. We appointed Eq. (39) and Eq. (43) into the last
equation and obtained:
γ0 = qi
n3
4πε0ε
2qω2
3mc3
classical (47)
This is the classical formula for the atomic decay rate and through Eq. (42) also for the
atomic lifetime. It depends on the oscillation frequency and the oscillating particle’s mass
and charge. We see that the higher the index of refraction of the surrounding medium is, the
shorter the lifetimes of the oscillator will be.
4.2.2.2 Absorption width by Adair
My process in absorption width calculation (Γa) was following. I considered MT as the
cylindrical object of radius (r), length (L), oscillating longitudinally with a frequency νr =
ω/2π, and amplitude (a), then the retarding force can be expressed approximately as [1]:
Fd =
2ηπLωa2
ln(va/ωr)
in condition r <
va
ω
< L (48)
where va is velocity of the acoustic wave in microtubule, ηd dynamic viscosity of the en-
vironment. Next I used the energy of oscillator described in Equation (40). Energy lost by
friction is given as [1] dw/dt = Fdωa. Mass of the cylinder (m) is m = πr
2Lρ and for the
absorption width (Γa) we obtain the equation:
τ =
1
Γa
=
w
dw/dt
=
w
Fdωa
=
1/2mω2a2
2πηdω2La2/ln(va/ωr)
=
mω2a2ln(va/ωr)
4πηLω2a2
=
ρr2ln(va/ωr)
4ηd
(49)
where ρ is density of the protein, which is the basic mass unit of the MT.
4.2.2.3 Absorption width by Foster
Foster used another way how to calculate absorption width (Γa). First step was determining
a viscous force on a uniform cylinder of radius R immersed in a fluid, which is undergoing
forced sinusoidal oscillation at angular frequency ω in a longitudinal mode. The cylinder is
immersed in a fluid of density ρenv and kinematic viscosity ηk. The cylinder is acted on by
a shear stress (axial force per unit surface area) Fv:
Fv = ηd
∂u
∂r
∣∣∣∣
r=R
(50)
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where ηd is the dynamic viscosity of the environment. The momentum equation in cylindrical
coordinates can be written [18]:
ηk
(
∂2u
∂r2
+
1
r
∂u
∂r
)
=
∂u
∂t
(51)
where u is the axial component of the velocity. Foster assumed non-slip (stick) boundary
condition at the cylinder’s surface where r = R:
u(R, t) = u0 cos(ωt) (52)
That is the main difference between the approach which was used by Pokorny´ [38]. Pokorny´
assumed slip boundary condition. The reason was the phenomena of organized water which
reducing the damping of longitudinal vibration compared to free water, due to the existence
of sliding surface along the microtubule structure created by this water as was described
in Subsection 2.3. The second condition is that the velocity converges to zero far from the
cylinder:
u(∞, t) = 0 (53)
This boundary value problem is analogous to that of heat diffusion in a solid around a
cylinder with an oscillating temperature [18]. Its solution has the form:
u(r, t) = u0 cos(ωt)g(r) (54)
Substituting Equation (54) into Equation (51) yields:
d2g
dr2
+
1
r
dg
dr
+
iω
ηk
g = 0 (55)
whose solutions are modified Bessel’s function (first I0(x) and the second kind K0(x)) of the
zeroth order.
K0
(
r
√
iω
ηk
)
, I0
(
r
√
iω
ηk
)
(56)
We reject the I0 solution which diverges at infinite r and the velocity profile u(r, t) is given
as [18]:
u(r, t) = ℜ

u0 cos(ωt)
K0
(
r
√
iω
ηk
)
K0
(
R
√
iω
ηk
)

 (57)
Inserting into Equation (50) and evaluating gives:
Fv = −u0 cos(ωt)ηd
√(
iω
ηk
)K1 (R√ iωηk
)
K0
(
R
√
iω
ηk
) (58)
The rate of energy loss per unit length of the cylinder, due to viscous drag, is simply:
dE(t)
dt
= −2πRFvu(t) (59)
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This is proportional to the kinetic energy E(t) per unit length:
E(t) =
1
2
πR2ρu2(t) (60)
This implies that energy is lost to dissipative forces as a single exponential process with
relaxation time constant τ :
τ =
1
Γa
=
−E
dE/dt
=
1
4
ρRu(t)
Fv
(61)
for u(t) was used expression in Equation (52). Then I substitute relaxation time into previous
Equation (38).
4.2.2.4 Absorption width by Pokorny´
Calculation made by Pokorny´ in his work [38] is based on the same basis as Foster calcu-
lation (Subsection 4.2.2.3) except for one main difference. Pokorny´ assumed slip boundary
condition. The reason is the phenomena of organized water which reduces the damping of
longitudinal vibrations compared to free water, due to the existence of sliding surface along
the microtubule structure created by this water (Subsection 2.3). He assumed longitudinal
harmonic vibrations along the axis of the MT. For the sake of implicity he neglected depen-
dence of the velocity u on the distance z around the microtubular axis. Also the properties
of the assumed cylindrical model do not depend on the angle of revolution along the MT
axis. Then he also used the Equation (50). Thus the momentum equation:
r2
∂2u
∂r2
+ r
∂u
∂r
− iω
u
r2 = 0 (62)
Solution can be also as in the case of Foster found by using Kelvin’s function in the form [38]
(condition (53)). The solution of the Equation (62) can be than written as (57). The viscous
force act on the outer surface of the slip layer causing damping of its vibrations. The viscous
force Fv per unit length from Equations (50) and (57):
Fv = −u0 exp
[
i(ωt+
π
4
)
]√
ωρenvηd
K1
(
R
√
iω
ηk
)
K0
(
R
√
iω
ηk
)Si = −βu0 exp (iωt) (63)
where β - the force for unit amplitude - is given by:
β = exp
(
i
pi
4
)√
ωρenvηd
K1
(
R
√
iω
ηk
)
K0
(
R
√
iω
ηk
)Si (64)
and Si = 2πR is the area of the cylindrical surface of unit length. The total vibration energy
stored in the microtubule per unit length may be determined from the kinetic energy in the
form:
E =
1
4
π(R2m − R2m0)ρU20 (65)
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where Rm and Rm0 are the outer and the inner radius of the MT. For the average rate of
energy loss per unit length caused by viscous damping we get [38]:
E ′ = −1
2
|β|U20 (66)
Using Equations (65) and (66) the relaxation time τ may be evaluated from the relation
(similar to Foster [18] Subsection 4.2.2.3):
τ =
1
Γa
=
E
|E ′| =
1
2
π(R2m − R2m0)ρenv|β|
ω2
f 2
(67)
where f is the elastic force constant per unit length (slip condition induction) which can be
determined from the dynamic shear modulus G in the form:
f =
GSi
∆R
(68)
Then I substitute relaxation time into previous Equation (38).
4.3 Water absorption
Based on the comparison of water absorbtion with given volume containing a number of
microtubules we can deduce the final results of microwave absorption of microtubules which
are dissolved in a solution. My goal was to calculate the power absorbed in water in the
case of harmonic electromagnetic wave passing through lossy environment. When the elect-
romagnetic wave plane goes through lossy environment the non-zero electric field intensity
will induce electric current in the same direction as the electric field intensity (Fig. 18).
Fig. 18: Loss per unit volume.
The current density can be determined from Ohm’s law as:
J = σefE (69)
where σef is total effective conductivity of the environment. According to Joule law the
power which is converted into heat is given as:
∆pϑ = JE = σefE
2 (70)
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In the case of a plane wave, all variables are expressed by the amplitude:
∆pϑ = σefE
2 =
1
2
σefE
2 (71)
The amplitude parameter is most reduced in the direction of z axis by:
e−αz (72)
Thus, in the general point is valid with respect to the square of the electric field:
∆pϑ(z) =
1
2
σefE
2e−2αz (73)
where α is attenuation factor of the environment. We reach the power dissipation by integ-
rating the bulk density of losses by the Equation (73), so we obtain total losses in block:
∆Pϑ =
∫∫∫
V
∆pϑ dV =
∫ z2
z1
∫ y2
y1
∫ z2
z1
∆pϑ dx dy dz =
∫ z2
z1
∫ y2
y1
∫ z2
z1
1
2
σefE
2e−2αz dx dy dz
(74)
Sections of the integration can be determined from the volume of the cube V , (a = x, y, z).
And substitute to:
∆Pϑ =
∫∫∫
V
∆pϑ dV =
1
4
σefE
2
α
[
1− e−2αz1] (x1− x0)(y1− y0) (75)
From macroscopic point of view is not possible for us to practically distinguish individual
contributions to losses at constant frequency. Therefore, in practical expression im using the
effective conductivity which includes all conductivity losses:
σef = tg(δ)ωε0εr (76)
Calculation of the attenuation factor of the environment (α) by using Equation [23]:
α = ω
√√√√√

εµ
2

−1 +
√
1 +
σ2ef
ω2ε2



 (77)
and absolute permeability of water µ = µ0µr (µ0 is permeability of free space and µr per-
meability of water) together with total effective conductivity of saline (σef ) calculated by
Equation (76).
For the electric field ( ~E) calculation of the transversal electromagnetic wave TEM was used
approach described in [4], [35]. First we use Poynting vector as the representation of the
directional energy flux density of an electromagnetic field:
~S = ~E x ~H (78)
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For time-periodic sinusoidal electromagnetic fields, the average power flow per unit time is
often more useful, and can be found by treating the electric and magnetic fields as complex
vectors. Real density of ceding power is real part of mean value Poynting vector:
~S =
1
2
~E x ~H∗ (79)
~S = Re ~S (80)
Intensity of the EM wave can be now related to the amplitude of the Poynting real power
vector as:
I = Re|~S| = 1
2
Y | ~E|2 (81)
where Y is characteristic admittance:
Y =
√
ε0
µ0
(82)
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5 Absorption model for single microtubule
This section contains results of resonant absorption model for single microtubule. We used
the approach based on resonant system approximation which was described in the Subchap-
ter 4.2. Absorption width was calculated on the basis of dipole approximation and followed
by approximations which used Adair, Foster and Pokorny´ (see Subchapters 4.2.2.2, 4.2.2.3,
4.2.2.4). Calculations were performed for an incident TEM wave interacting with one micro-
tubule in an aqueous solution. The frequency of the incident TEM wave corresponds to the
frequency of the first longitudinal MT stretching mode. First we made absorption calculation
for three different MT lengths (2, 10, 20µm). Then we calculated absorption for an angular
dipole moment distribution 5.1, various dipole moments of tubulin heterodimer 5.2 and on
the end we combined these two calculations together in Subchapter 5.3.
First calculation was for 2µm microtubule oriented parallel to the electric field. The frequ-
ency of the incident TEM wave is equal to the frequency of the first longitudinal stretching
mode (2µm MT) (νr =2.57GHz).
Microtubule charge was obtained from the dipole moment value of tubulin heterodimer. I
used a value px=337D calculated in the work of Tuszynski et al. [45]. For distance d between
monomers we used value d=8nm [33]. Charge of one tubulin heterodimer was calculated
from the Equation (1). Subsequently we deduced the number of heterodimers in 2µm MT
consisted of thirteen protofilaments to Ndimer =3250. Then we performed the calculation of
microtubule charge q=4.6.10−16C. The angular frequency was calculated for the resonant
frequency equaled to the microtubule array oscillating at the first longitudinal stretching
mode by using the formula ω=2πνr to ω=1.6.10
10Rad.s−1. Then we performed the micro-
tubule weight calculation based on the knowledge of dimer subunit weight malpha=55 kD [45]
to m=5.93.10−19Kg.The speed of electromagnetic wave in the environment was calculated
from the environment permittivity. Since the environment in which MT is located (I used
0.9% Saline) is lossy, we can describe it in the form of complex permittivity (18). Then we
used this knowledge to refractive index calculation:
n =
√
εrµr = 8.4 (83)
where εr = 72 [24] (the value corresponds to the real part of environment permittivity 0,9%
Saline for resonance frequency). Speed of the electromagnetic wave in a saline solution was
determined by the equation:
v =
c
n
= 4.46.107m/s. (84)
we took these values and used Euqation (41) for emission width calculation Γs=1.24.10
−5Hz.
As the value of MT density we used standard protein value ρ=1.35 g.cm−3 from work [17].
For microtubule radius the value r = 12.5 nm was used [27] and for water dynamic viscosity
ηd=1.002.10
−3Pa.s (at room temperature of 20◦C). For speed of acoustic wave in micro-
tubule we used knowledge of MT length, L = 2µm, and formula va = 2Lνr with result for
final speed as va=10285m.s
−1. Then we substituted these values into the Equation (49) and
calculated the absorption width Γa=4.83.10
9Hz.
Then we performed absorption width calculation for Foster (4.2.2.3) and Pokorny´ (4.2.2.4)
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approximation. In Foster’s relaxation time calculation (61) standard protein density value
and MT radius was used. We substituted same values into initial speed u0 = va, and sim-
plified function (cos(ωt)) by using effective value given as a/
√
2. For kinematic viscosity
the value ηk=1.002.10
−6m2.s−1 was used. For outer and inner diameter of MT we used
values Rm=8.5.10
−9, Rm0=12.5.10
−9m in relaxation time calculation (67). Calculations
were performed for thickness of the slip layer (∆R=0.25 nm) with dynamic shear modu-
lus G=5N.m−2.
We proceeded in the same way for other MT lengths. Change of following parameters was
considered: Change in the total charge q, the change in angular frequency ω by the change in
resonant frequency νr, the change in mass m, which it relates to changes in the wave lengths
of the incident radiation λ. For clarity, I present the calculations results of absorption for
the four lengths (2, 10, 20µm) of microtubules in Tables 2 - 5.
L νr λ Γs τ Γa σabs Pa
[µm] [GHz] [mm] [Hz] [s] [Hz] [cm2] [dB]
2 2.57 13.7 1.2.10−5 3.8.10−14 2.6.1013 3.4.10−22 -214
10 1.42 24.3 1.9.10−5 1.2.10−13 8.5.1012 5.3.10−21 -202
20 1.28 26.9 3.3.10−5 1.4.10−13 7.1012 1.2.10−20 -199
Tab. 2: Electromagnetic absorption by single microtubule (Pa). Relaxation time (τ) approach
based on dipole approximation 4.2.2.1. (L -MT length, λ - incident wavelength, νr - resonant
freq., Γa, Γs - absorption and emission width, σabs - absorption cross-section).
L νr λ Γs τ Γa σabs Pa
[µm] [GHz] [mm] [Hz] [s] [Hz] [cm2] [dB]
2 2.57 13.7 1.2.10−5 0.21.10−9 4.8.109 1.8.10−18 -177
10 1.42 24.3 1.9.10−5 0.29.10−9 3.4.109 1.3.10−17 -168
20 1.28 26.9 3.3.10−5 0.33.10−9 3.0.109 2.9.10−17 -165
Tab. 3: Electromagnetic absorption by single microtubule (Pa). Relaxation time (τ) approach
used by Adair 4.2.2.2. (L -MT length, λ - incident wavelength, νr - resonant freq., Γa, Γs -
absorption and emission width, σabs - absorption cross-section).
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L νr λ Γs τ Γa σabs Pa
[µm] [GHz] [mm] [Hz] [s] [Hz] [cm2] [dB]
2 2.57 13.7 1.2.10−5 0.26.10−10 37.109 2.4.10−19 -186
10 1.42 24.3 1.9.10−5 0.34.10−10 29.109 1.5.10−18 -178
20 1.28 26.9 3.3.10−5 0.35.10−10 28.109 3.2.10−18 -174
Tab. 4: Electromagnetic absorption by single microtubule (Pa). Relaxation time (τ) approach
used by Foster 4.2.2.3. (L -MT length, λ - incident wavelength, νr - resonant freq., Γa, Γs -
absorption and emission width, σabs - absorption cross-section).
L νr λ Γs τ Γa σabs Pa
[µm] [GHz] [mm] [Hz] [s] Hz [cm2] [dB]
2 2.57 13.7 1.2.10−5 2.7 0.36 2.5.10−8 -76
10 1.42 24.3 1,9.10−5 0.7 1.5 3.3.10−8 -75
20 1.28 26.9 3.3.10−5 0.5 1.9 4.7.10−8 -73
Tab. 5: Electromagnetic absorption by single microtubule (Pa). Relaxation time (τ) approach
used by Pokorny´ 4.2.2.4. (L -MT length, λ - incident wavelength, νr - resonant freq., Γa, Γs -
absorption and emission width, σabs - absorption cross-section).
The results of calculation shows major differences between relaxation time calculations which
lead to differences between MT absorption. We can clearly see that power absorbed by MT
is dependent on absorption width and is proportional to its length. Largest absorption was
calculated for approximation with slip condition. This is due to the smallest attenuation of
microtubule oscillations.
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5.1 Single microtubule absorption for various angles of microtu-
bule orientation
This subchapter describes calculated values of absorbed power (Pa) and relaxation time (τ)
by single microtubule for variable angle of microtubule orientation. The absorbed power of
resonant system is clearly dependent on the angle of orientation (θ) between the vectors
of incident electric field and the dipole moment of tubulin heterodimer in Fig. 19 - 20. This
allows us to consider dipole moment dependence on the angle between these two vectors.
Based on this angle we can introduce the variable of effective dipole moment (peff) as:
peff = p cos
2(θ) (85)
As was written in the Subsection 2.2 the microtubule dipole moment is not primarily oriented
radially to the axis but there is a small contribution oriented in the direction of the axis X .
Fig. 19: Angle between the incident wave and tubulin heterodimer dipole moment.
Substituting into the Equation (85) we obtained dipole moment angle dependence shown in
Fig. 21 (calculated for total dipole moment of the MT with three different lengths 2, 10,
20µm). Absorption was calculated for all four different relaxation time approaches for three
different MT lengths with variable dipole orientation to incident electric field.
Fig. 20: Orientation of the tubulin dipole moment calculated from the crystallographic data.
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Fig. 21: Effective dipole moment of the MT as a function of angle between the vector of the
incident electric field and the MT dipole moment (calculated for p=337D).
The maximum effective dipole moment occurs when the vector of electric field is parallel
to dipole moment vector. The lowest effective dipole moment is when the dipole moment is
perpendicular to the vector of electric field.
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Fig. 22: Angular dependence of the single microtubule absorption (Pa) for three MTs lengths
(2, 10, 20µm) by using all four different relaxation time calculations.
From the angular dependence by the single microtubule absorption (Figure 22) it is clearly
visible that absorption is dependent on the position towards the electric field and on the MT
length. With increased length the absorption increases. The maximum absorption is again
achieved for relaxation time, which were calculated with slip condition. The comparison of
angular dependence for single MT is shown in Figure 23.
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Fig. 23: Angular dependence (comparison) of the single microtubule absorption (Pa) for three
MTs lengths (2, 10, 20µm) by using all four different relaxation time calculations.
5.2 Single microtubule absorption for various magnitudes of di-
pole moment of tubulin heterodimer
This subchapter describes calculated values of absorbed power (Pa) in microtubules (Figu-
res 24 - 25) for various magnitudes of dipole moment of tubulin heterodimer.
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Fig. 24: Single microtubule absorption (Pa) for various magnitudes of dipole moment (p=0 -
2000D) of tubulin heterodimer for three MTs lengths (2, 10, 20µm) by using all four different
relaxation time calculations.
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Fig. 25: Comparison of single microtubule absorption (Pa) for various magnitudes of dipole
moment (p=0 - 2000D) of tubulin heterodimer for three MTs lengths (2, 10, 20µm) by using
all four different relaxation time calculations.
5.3 Single microtubule absorption for various magnitudes of di-
pole moment and orientation of tubulin heterodimer
We combined results from previous two subchapters in to three-dimensional plots for ab-
sorption. Results of calculation are shown in Figures 26 - 28.
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Fig. 26: Single 2µm MT absorption for various magnitudes of dipole moment (p=0 - 2000D)
of tubulin heterodimer and angle distribution by using all four different relaxation time
calculations.
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Fig. 27: Single 10µmMT absorption for various magnitudes of dipole moment (p=0 - 2000D)
of tubulin heterodimer and angle distribution by using all four different relaxation time
calculations.
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Fig. 28: Single 20µmMT absorption for various magnitudes of dipole moment (p=0 - 2000D)
of tubulin heterodimer and angle distribution by using all four different relaxation time
calculations.
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6 Absorption model for microtubules in solution
The following sections deals with the calculation of microtubules absorption in an aqueous
environment with MT concentration of 1mg/ml by using resonant system approach which
was described in Subchapter 4.2. Calculations were performed for incident TEM wave and
50µl of an aqueous solution. Frequency of incident TEM wave corresponds to the frequ-
ency of the first longitudinal stretching mod. In absorption model we assumed that all MT
are arranged parallel to the axis of the vector ~E and at the same time we neglected the
mutual interaction (MTs all have the same cross-sections). First we made absorption calcu-
lation for three different lengths (2, 10, 20µm) (see Subchapter 6.1). In Subchapter 6.2 we
calculated absorption for various magnitudes of dipole moment p=0 - 2000D of tubulin he-
terodimer. We compared microtubules absorption with water absorption by a given volume.
Then in Subchapter 6.3 absorption calculation for different values of environment viscosity
ηd=10
−6 − 10−2Pa was modeled, and these results were combined together in Subchap-
ter 6.4. At the end we calculated MTs absorption with different lengths based on Gaussian
distribution 6.5.
For experimental studies it was necessary to calculate water absorption (V=50µl) for reso-
nant frequency and compare it with MTs absorption. Environment attenuation factor of 0.9%
saline was calculated by the Equation (77) as α = 63m−1. Electric field intensity entering
the aqueous E was determined from Equation (81) where the power density I = 1W.m−2
enters the water cube. Characteristic admittance of the environment Y was calculated from
Equation (82). Final values were substituted into the Equation (75). Power absorbed by wa-
ter with 50µl volume was then calculated as Pϑ=11.6.10
−3W, Pϑ=-19 dB. In the same way,
we proceeded in determining water absorption for other MT lengths.
6.1 Absorption for variable microtubule lengths
This subchapter describes calculated values of absorbed power (Pa) in microtubules with
three different lengths (2, 10, 20µm) based on Adair and Foster approach (Tables 6 - 7).
L νr λ Γs τ Γa σabs Pa Pϑ
[µm] [GHz] [mm] [Hz] [s] [Hz] [cm2] [dB] [dB]
2 2.57 13.7 1.2.10−5 0.21.10−9 4.8.109 1.6.10−7 -68 -19.3
10 1.42 24.3 1.9.10−5 0.29.10−9 3.4.109 2.2.10−7 -66 -19.2
20 1.28 26.9 3.3.10−5 0.33.10−9 3.0.109 2.5.10−7 -65 -19.2
Tab. 6: Electromagnetic absorption of MTs in solution (Pa). Relaxation time (τ) approach
used by Adair 4.2.2.2. (L -MT length, λ - incident wavelength, νr - resonant freq., Γa, Γs - abs.
and emission width, σabs - absorption cross-section, Pϑ - water absorption).
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My first step was calculating the number of microtubules in solution with concentration of
1mg/ml in 50µl. From knowing mass of the number of MTs in solution there number is
NMT =8.42.10
10 for 2µm length. Then I deduced the absorption cross-section and power
absorbed by microtubules from Equation 36.
L νr λ Γs τ Γa σabs Pa Pϑ
[µm] [GHz] [mm] [Hz] [s] [Hz] [cm2] [dB] [dB]
2 2.57 13.7 1.2.10−5 0.26.10−10 37.109 2.0.10−8 -77 -19.3
10 1.42 24.3 1.9.10−5 0.34.10−10 29.109 2.6.10−8 -75 -19.2
20 1.28 26.9 3.3.10−5 0.35.10−10 28.109 2.7.10−8 -74 -19.2
Tab. 7: Electromagnetic absorption of MTs in solution (Pa). Relaxation time (τ) approach
used by Foster 4.2.2.3. (L -MT length, λ - incident wavelength, νr - resonant freq., Γa, Γs -
absorption and emission width, σabs - absorption cross-section, Pϑ - water absorption).
6.2 Absorption for various dipole moment of tubulin heterodimer
This subchapter describes calculated values of absorbed power (Pa) in microtubules with
three different lengths (2, 10, 20µm) for various magnitudes of dipole moment of tubulin
heterodimer p=0 - 2000D. Results of calculation are shown in Figure 29.
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Fig. 29: Electromagnetic absorption of MTs in solution for various dipole moment (p=0 -
2000D) of tubulin heterodimer for three MTs lengths (2, 10, 20µm) with Adair’s and Foster’s
relaxation time calculation.
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From Figure 29 we can see that absorption increases with microtubule length. Also we can
see the increasing trend of absorption with larger dipole moment. The largest absorption is
for 20µm MTs. The real values of absorption might be smaller because of the variable length
of MTs in the environment and also because of the smaller values for dipole moment which
was calculated by many authors like Tuszynski et al. [45].
6.3 Absorption for various environment viscosity
This subchapter shows calculated results of absorbed power (Pa) in microtubules with th-
ree different lengths (2, 10, 20µm) for variable values of environment viscosity ηd=10
−6 -
10−2Pa.s. Results of calculations are shown in Figure 30. The reasons for choosing the va-
riable environment viscosity are well documented in articles [43], [19]. In short we can say
that changes in viscosity are exponential in length, which means that they are very sharp
near the fundamental length scale. The decreasing size of a floating object may result in
viscosity change by 5 - 6 orders of magnitude. That’s the main reason of the variable envi-
ronment viscosity.
We can observe that the environment viscosity is the main factor in MTs absorption. The
absorption varies from the lowest value of approximately -85 dB to maximum of -35 dB. This
result shows us that the process of absorption is mainly dependent on the environment vis-
cosity in the cell. The maximum of absorption was again corresponding to population with
longest microtubules (20µm), but there are no significant differences between 10 to 20µm
lengths, due to similar resonant frequencies.
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Fig. 30: Electromagnetic absorption of MTs in solution for various environment viscosity
(ηd=10
−6 - 10−2Pa.s) for three MTs lengths (2, 10, 20µm) with Adair’s and Foster’s rela-
xation time calculation.
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6.4 Absorption for various dipole moments & viscosity
Subchapter shows calculated results of absorbed power (Pa) in 2, 10, 20µm microtubules in
solution for variable values of environment viscosity η=10−6 - 10−2Pa.s and variable values
of dipole moment p=0 - 2000D. Results are illustrated in Figures 31 - 36.
Fig. 31: Adair’s absorption of 2µm MTs in solution for various environment viscosity
(ηd=10
−6 - 10−2Pa.s) and dipole moment (p=0 - 2000D) of tubulin heterodimer.
Fig. 32: Adair’s absorption of 10µm MTs in solution for various environment viscosity
(ηd=10
−6 - 10−2Pa.s) and dipole moment (p=0 - 2000D) of tubulin heterodimer.
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Fig. 33: Adair’s absorption of 20µm MTs in solution for various environment viscosity
(ηd=10
−6 - 10−2Pa.s) and dipole moment (p=0 - 2000D) of tubulin heterodimer.
Fig. 34: Foster’s absorption of 2µm MTs in solution for various environment viscosity
(ηd=10
−6 - 10−2Pa.s) and dipole moment (p=0 - 2000D) of tubulin heterodimer.
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Fig. 35: Foster’s absorption of 10µm MTs in solution for various environment viscosity
(ηd=10
−6 - 10−2Pa.s) and dipole moment (p=0 - 2000D) of tubulin heterodimer.
Fig. 36: Foster’s absorption of 20µm MTs in solution for various environment viscosity
(ηd=10
−6 - 10−2Pa.s) and dipole moment (p=0 - 2000D) of tubulin heterodimer.
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6.5 Absorption for MT population with various lengths
This subchapter gives the values of the absorbed power (Pa) for population of MTs with
different lengths in a volume of 50µl with 1mg/ml concentration. The Gaussian distribution
for length distribution was used, with mean value for MTs length 10µm and the variance
σ=10.10−6 . Variance was chassed with respect to real MT lengths, maximum length was
50µm, lengths lower than 0.5µm were also cut off. The resulting values of absorbed power
was determined from distribution fit by using the function GEV (Generalized Extreme
Value). Results of calculations are shown in Figure 37.
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Fig. 37: Absorption of MTs in solution for various length distribution given by Gaussian
distribution for Adair’s and Foster’s relaxation time calculations. (p = 337D).
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7 Protein permittivity in solution
This experimental section contains results of protein permittivity measurement in water
solution. First Subchapter 7.1 describes biological samples which we used in our experiments.
We specifically used the two types of Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) in our experiments
(described in Subchapter 7.1.1) with different purity and amount of impurities. Measurement
setup and methodology are described in Subchapter 7.2 together with experimental results
in Subchapter 7.3.
7.1 Biological samples
Bovine serum albumin was used as the biological sample. The purpose was to learn and
establish reliable way of permittivity measurement in solution due to complexity of the
experiment. It also gave us useful information about effects of protein to solution permit-
tivity. After knowing the exact procedure and reliability of the experimental measurement
the usage of tubulin will be considered. Bovine serum albumin is a serum albumin protein
(Figure 38) derived from cows. It is often used as a protein concentration standard in lab
experiments. Albumins are readily soluble in water and can only be precipitated by high
concentrations of neutral salts such as ammonium sulfate. The solution stability of BSA is
very good (especially if the solutions are stored as frozen aliquot). In fact, albumins are
frequently used as stabilizers for other solubilized proteins (e.g., labile enzymes).
Fig. 38: Bovine Serum Albumin (PDB ID 3v03) crystal structure showing the 6 color-coded
helical subdomains assembled to form the heart-shaped quaternary structure of the BSA
protein molecule.
7.1.1 Bovine Serum Albumin
We used two different BSA proteins. The difference was in purity and in amount of impurities.
First we used the lyophilized powder of BSA≥96% (referred to as BSA1) and then lyophilized
powder of BSA ≥98% (referred to as BSA2) from Sigma-Aldrich. Both of them was in form
of lyophilized powder as was mentioned above plus BSA2 was essentially fatty acid free,
essentially globulin free. The precise specifications of both proteins are described in Table 8.
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BSA ≥96% (BSA1)
Form Loss on Drying Nitrogen Agarose Electrophoresis pH
lyophilized powder ≤6% 14.5 - 16.5% ≥96% 6.7 - 7.3
BSA ≥98% (BSA2)
lyophilized powder ≤5% 15.5 - 16.5% ≥98% 6.7 - 7.3
Tab. 8: Sigma -Aldrich specification of used BSA proteins.
7.2 Methodology and measurement procedure
Due to complexity of experimental measurement with different concentration of BSA protein
in solution is this subsection divided into two independent parts. First subsection describes
the exact procedure of sample preparation and final concentration with weights of BSA
protein in individual solution 7.2.1. Second we introducing the description of measurement
methodology and used aparature 7.2.2.
7.2.1 Sample preparation
Sample preparation was as follows. In order to be able to detect the permittivity change
the high level of protein concentration is required. That is why we used high values of
concentrations. We achieved these relatively high concentrations, by using relative small
volumes of protein solutions (4ml). We used deionized clean water as a medium. The exact
concentrations and final volumes are summarized in Table 9.
BSA ≥96% (BSA1)
Labeling Concentration Protein quantity Final volume Final quantity
[%] [mg/ml] [ml] [mg/4ml]
BSA (96%) 5% 5 50 4 200
BSA (96%) 15% 15 150 4 600
BSA ≥98% (BSA2)
BSA (98%) 5% 5 50 4 200
BSA (98%) 10% 10 100 4 400
BSA (98%) 15% 15 150 4 600
BSA (98%) 20% 20 200 4 800
BSA (98%) 25% 25 250 4 1000
Tab. 9: Table of used samples with calculated volumes and concentrations of protein.
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We decided to measure samples of salt solutions due to impurity content in our protein
powder. We thought that this salt impurities could have influenced permittivity. That is
why we prepared samples of NaCl and divalent CaCl2 with same conductivities as BSA2
protein solutions. We measured conductivity of every protein solution and mix a NaCl and
CaCl2 solutions with same electric conductivities. Samples of salts are summarized in the
Table 10. Conductivity was measured by OrionSTAR A222 with Orion 013010MD probe.
Electric conductivity [µS/cm] (23 ◦C)
Labeling BSA ≥98% (BSA2) NaCl CaCl2
5% BSA2 125.5 126.3 126.2
10% BSA2 200.3 201.9 200.5
15% BSA2 317.0 318.1 301.5
20% BSA2 258.9 250.0 244.7
25% BSA2 212.1 201.9 200.5
Tab. 10: Electric conductivity of protein solutions, NaCl and CaCl2 used in experiments
measured by OrionSTAR A222 with Orion 013010MD probe at stable 23 ◦C.
From Table 10 we can se that the 10% and 25% BSA2 solution has nearly the same electrical
conductivity. Therefore we prepared only four samples of NaCl and CaCl2.
7.2.2 Experimental methodology and measurement procedure
We used the Agilent 85070E Dielectric Probe Kit which allowed us to measure complex
permittivity over a broad frequency range starting from 200MHz to 50GHz. The Agilent
85070E Dielectric Probe Kit determines the dielectric properties, or complex permittivity, of
many materials. Dielectric material properties are determined by its molecular structure. If
the molecular structure changes, so will the dielectric properties. Measuring them can indi-
rectly measure other properties that are also correlated to the molecular structure, and can
be a valuable alternative when the property of interest is difficult to measure directly. The
complete system was based on a network analyzer, which measures the material’s response
to RF or microwave energy. The probe transmits a signal into the tested material. We used
Slim Form Probe, that allowed us to fit it easily in beaker and also allowed us to use smaller
sample volume.
Sample volume was put into a glass beaker. Then we just simply inserted the probe into it
with defined depth, to ensure that there will be at least 5mm under and around the probe.
We adjusted the depth of the dive by using the table with Y shift. We also compared the
permittivity results of 15ml water put into a bigger (infinite for probe) beaker to insure that
the measured values are same as in the smaller beaker so we would minimize the measu-
rement error (see Figure 40). The set-up, sample and probe dimensions are represented in
Figure 39.
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Before measuring, calibration at the tip of the probe was performed. A three-term calibra-
tion corrects for the directivity, tracking, and source match errors that can be present in a
reflection measurement. In order to solve for these three error terms, we measured three well-
known standards. The difference between the predicted and actual values was used to remove
the systematic (repeatable) errors from the measurement. The three known standards were
air, a short circuit, and distillate and de-ionized water. But even after calibrating the probe,
there were additional sources of error that affected the accuracy of a measurement.
1. Cable stability during the calibration and measurement process.
2. Air Gaps, Air bubbles created at the end of the probe.
3. Sample thickness. The sample must also be thick enough to appear “infinite” to the
probe.
Fig. 39: Schematic representation of the measurement set-up, sample and coaxial probe
dimensions (proportions are not to scale).
Coaxial cable was stabilized at all times of calibration and measurement due to noise and
refraction errors at microwave frequencies which can influence the finite values of complex
permittivity, mainly the imaginary part. After every measurement we executed Electronic
Calibration Refresh which recalibrates the system automatically, just before each measu-
rement was made. This virtually eliminated cable instability and system drift errors. Air
bubbles which were created at the end of the probe were also one of the problems in measu-
rement process. We tried to mix and wash the probe in a sample several times to insure that
there are no bubbles at the end of it. But we cannot be absolutely sure, that there were no
micro-bubbles at the end of the probe which could influenced the measurement. The sample
size requirements for Slim Form Probe are 5mm around tip of probe. We were trying to
precisely insert the probe into the sample with defined height to meets these requirements.
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Effect of small sample and probe position on complex permittivity is shown on Figure 40.
From Figure 40 we can observe that there is small difference in real permittivity between the
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Fig. 40: Left: Effect of smaller volume of water on real and imag. part of complex permittivity.
Right: Effect of probe position in beaker on real and imag. part of complex permittivity.
water with volume of 15ml in bigger beaker than ours 4ml sample. That is probably caused
by the smaller volume of the sample and the size of the beaker. In imaginary part, there is
no significant difference. We took this difference into account and we decided to repeat every
measurement at least 3 times and determine the final value as the over all average. Then we
tested influence of the probe position on the final permittivity. We can see that probe is not
very sensitive to the position on the edge of the beaker, but is extremely sensitive to depth
below. During the experiment we put probe at the bottom of the beaker and, there was a
significant difference between permittivities (real and imaginary part too). That is why we
tried to establish the exact depth of immersion so that there is at least 5 mm below the end
of the probe a as it is requested in the manual from Agilent.
7.3 Experimental results
This Subsection contains experimental result of permittivity measurements. First we intro-
duced the permittivity of BSA proteins in solutions (7.3.1), then we focused on permittivity
of salts (NaCl, CaCl2) (7.3.2) and at the end we made a comparison between the proteins
and salts (7.3.3).
7.3.1 Permittivity of BSA protein in solutions
First we would like to introduce the results of BSA ≥96% (BSA1) protein in Figure 41,
then BSA ≥98% (BSA2) protein in Figure 42. Third Figure 43 comparing permittivity of
both proteins with same 5, 15% concentration. At the end we would also like to introduce
permittivity dependence of BSA2 protein in solution on protein concentration (5, 10, 15, 20,
25%) for four different frequencies (0.2, 1, 10, 40GHz) in Fiugre 44.
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Fig. 41: Complex permittivities of BSA1 protein solutions with different concentrations (5,
15%) in comparison with water solution at 23 ◦C from 200MHz to 50GHz.(Left: Real (ε
′
)
and Imaginary (ε
′′
) part of complex permittivity, Right: Dissipation factor (tan(δ)), Cole-
Cole diagram).
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Fig. 42: Complex permittivities of BSA2 protein solutions with different concentrations (5,
10, 15, 20, 25%) in comparison with water solution at 23 ◦C from 200MHz to 50GHz.(Left:
Real (ε
′
) and Imaginary (ε
′′
) part of complex permittivity, Right: Dissipation factor (tan(δ)),
Cole-Cole diagram).
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Fig. 43: Complex permittivity of BSA1 protein in comparison with BSA2 protein with same
concentrations (5, 15%) in 4ml water solutions at 23 ◦C from 200MHz to 50GHz.(Left: Real
(ε
′
) and Imaginary (ε
′′
) part of complex permittivity, Right: Dissipation factor (tan(δ)),
Cole-Cole diagram).
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Fig. 44: Complex permittivity dependence of BSA2 solutions on protein concentrations (5,
10, 15, 20, 25%) at 23 ◦C for four different frequencies (0.2, 1, 10, 40GHz).(Left: Real (ε
′
) and
Imaginary (ε
′′
) part of complex permittivity, Right: Dissipation factor (tan(δ)), Cole-Cole
diagram).
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7.3.2 Permittivity of NaCl and CaCl2
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Fig. 45: Complex permittivities of NaCl solutions for 4 different conductivities at 23 ◦C from
200MHz to 50GHz.(Left: Real (ε
′
) and Imaginary (ε
′′
) part of complex permittivity, Right:
Dissipation factor (tan(δ)), Cole-Cole diagram).
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Fig. 46: Complex permittivities of CaCl2 solutions for 4 different conductivities at 23
◦C from
200MHz to 50GHz.(Left: Real (ε
′
) and Imaginary (ε
′′
) part of complex permittivity, Right:
Dissipation factor (tan(δ)), Cole-Cole diagram).
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7.3.3 Permittivity comparison
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Fig. 47: Comparison of complex permittivities between BSA2 and NaCl solutions with same
electrical conductivities at 23 ◦C from 200MHz to 50GHz.(Left: Real (ε
′
) and Imaginary
(ε
′′
) part of complex permittivity, Right: Dissipation factor (tan(δ)), Cole-Cole diagram).
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Fig. 48: Comparison of complex permittivities between BSA2 and CaCl2 solutions with same
electrical conductivities at 23 ◦C from 200MHz to 50GHz.(Left: Real (ε
′
) and Imaginary (ε
′′
)
part of complex permittivity, Right: Dissipation factor (tan(δ)), Cole-Cole diagram).
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7.3.4 Permittivity model
This subsection contains the results of permittivity models described in Susection 3.7. First
we made the model of water (Figure 49) permittivity based on Stogryn Equation (25). Then
we applied this equation to protein model in Figure 50. Then we used Equation (26) with
results in Figure 51. We can see that model well approximates the real part of complex per-
mittivity. This model is valid also for an imaginary part considering it is measured in low
protein concentration. The Debye relaxation model inaccuracy is determined by several fac-
tor. One of the main factors in creation of an accurate model is knowledge of permittivity in
broad spectrum of frequencies including the MHz region. The second key factor is the protein
concentration in the solution. Due to complexity of protein hydration and interaction with
water ([20])it is hard to predict the protein behavior in high concentrations. Unfortunately,
high-quality simulations of dielectric properties of solvated proteins are still limited to com-
paratively small solutes [25], [31], [6], [20]. Even if we have a low protein concentration, the
knowledge of low frequencies permittivity play the key role in equations which includes all
three protein processes (β, γ, δ).
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Fig. 49: Model of water permittivity based on Debye end Strogyn equations.(Left: Real (ε
′
)
and Imaginary (ε
′′
) part of complex permittivity, Right: Dissipation factor (tan(δ)), Cole-
Cole diagram).
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Fig. 50: Permittivity model of BSA protein in solutions by Stogryn equation with same
electrical conductivities.
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Fig. 51: Permittivity model of BSA protein in solutions by Debye relaxation model with
same electrical conductivities.
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Fig. 52: Frequency comparisons of maximum and minimum values of Real and Img. part of
complex permittivity for different BSA (98%) concentrations.
7.4 Discussion of permittivity measurement
Complex permittivity of water seems to be influenced by the protein. From Figures 41 - 42 we
can see that there is the moderate decrease of real part of complex permittivity with increa-
sing concentration of protein. There is also decreasing trend in imaginary part of permittivity
in higher frequencies, but also we can observe increased permittivity at lower frequencies.
First we were assumed that this tendency was caused by presence of salt impurities in the
BSA protein powder. That is why we made the measurement with NaCl and CaCl2 salts
(Figures 45 - 46). The results of comparison (Figures 47 - 48) indicate that this increase in
imaginary part is not due to the presence of the salt in protein powder (mainly). Based on
the theoretical knowledge about protein behavior in solutes we are currently assuming that
this trend is caused by some minor contribution near 100Hz of δ-process which had probably
arisen either from the motion of the protein-bound waters, from protein water interactions,
and/or from motions of polar side groups of the protein. We cannot confirm this fact due
to the small frequency range of our measurement (0.2 - 50GHz). We are also assuming, that
there may be som other processes which could contribute to it. The decreasing trends can
be also seen in Figure 44. What we are able to see from experimental results (decreasing
trend of complex permittivity in real and imaginary part) in our frequency range is probably
caused by presence of protein which is responsible for water retention which leads to smaller
representation of water in sample. The main contribution to permittivity by proteins is in
MHz region. For future work it would be very interesting for us to investigate the lower
part of the spectrum in MHz region due to some protein processes which were described in
Subsection 3.7.
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8 Discussion
We reviewed theoretical study of microwave absorption in biological protein structure to-
gether with theoretical and experimental investigation of the protein influence on a complex
permittivity in an aqueous solution. Microwave absorption by microtubules has been cal-
culated. Calculations have shown that microtubule absorption is mainly dependent on its
length, magnitude of dipole moment of tubulin heterodimer and on viscosity of the envi-
ronment. In addition the effective dipole moment of tubulin heterodimer is dependent on
the angle of rotation between the vector of the electric field and dipole moment. We used
several techniques to the MT relaxation time calculation. Even if the power absorbed by
single microtubule is relatively low we believe that absorption could play an important role
in the protein structures and could have an impact on intracellular processes in the cell.
Absorption results gave us useful information and better understanding of MT interaction
with electromagnetic field and their possible role in generation of electromagnetic field. But
all these theories and models will be beneficial only if we would be able to experimentally
verified they truthfulness and support the development of its applications. Then we analy-
zed the influence of proteins on the permittivity of water. We found that permittivity of the
environment is affected by presence of proteins, and it is related to the protein concentra-
tion. Presence of proteins in aqueous environment leads to a decreased value of the real part
of complex permittivity in whole range of measured frequencies and to an increase of the
imaginary part (at lower frequencies) due to a complex dispersion process in proteins. One
of the reason was to establish reliable way of permittivity measurement and experimental
results also gave us good starting point for understanding of protein - water interactions.
It would be interesting to create more precise absorption model of microtubules for different
lengths and spatial distribution in water and simulate conditions in the cell. For future work
we would like to investigate tubulin behavior in aqueous solution and its dielectric proper-
ties. After that the biggest challenge is to repeat dielectric measurement for polymerized
microtubules. Dielectric properties of microtubules in solution should give us the answer
about possible electromagnetic generation.
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Appendix
Electrodynamic field in the cells
Ionic oscillation
An electrochemical model of ionic oscillations was proposed in the work by Po¨hl where he
suggested that cellular electrodynamic fields can be generated by the coupling of oscillating
chemical reactions to the physically mobile ions within the regions of cell to produce charge
waves [36]. In this model, oscillations of ions can be induced by chemical reactions, and the
direction of oscillations will be steered by laminar and filamentous cellular structures. Po¨hl’s
model of generation of cellular electrodynamic oscillations has not been developed further.
Here it is interesting to note that many types of chemical reactions generate sound emission
with spectra up to 1MHz [13], thus oscillatory chemical processes up to this frequency can
not be excluded. However, possibility of high frequency chemical oscillations in biologically
relevant models is not known to current author.
Electronic oscillation
Possibility of oscillations of electrons in biomolecules is determined by electrical conducti-
vity. Biomolecule which is known to conduct electrons is DNA [16]. In the case of DNA,
it is so called phonon assisted conductivity, i.e. conductivity attributed to polarons [7], qu-
asiparticles which involve charge (here electron) and associated deformation of the lattice
(cloud of phonos). DNA polaron-based conductivity is now widely and intensively studied
scientific field. Due to its conductive properties, DNA has been labeled by one collective of
authors even as an antenna for electromagnetic field [13]. Proteins were generally accepted
to be nonconducting for long time while some theoretical predictions propose conduction or
semiconduction to occur in them.
Mechanical vibrations of electrically polar structures
The third of approaches for electrodynamic field of the cell is based on the vibrations of
electrically polar biomolecular cellular structures. The vibrating modes of biomolecules have
been studied by several types of spectroscopy [5].
The frequency of vibration depends on the size and rigidity of the structure [26], as well as
on the type of vibration mode. It is also known that the cell contains either the internal
structure of the electrically polar (most proteins is electrically polar), or structures such
as membranes, which are electrically polarized to different electric potential on their sides.
The basic idea is that metabolic energy produces vibrations electrically polar molecules
that generate cell electrodynamic field. The following text describes the theory of Herbert
Fro¨hlich, who postulated the possibility of generation of electromagnetic field in biological
systems under certain specific conditions on the basis of mechanical vibrations electrically
polar structures.
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